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DEAR PROSPECTIVE
PIEKEMAN

With this, we would like to congratulate you on your placement in Pieke PSO (Private Student
Organisation). Pieke is a community that plays the same role in terms of experience and activities as a
residence, for students who reside in private accommodation. Every Matie student is aware of the fact
that a PSO is a unique organisation. Pieke is proud to be a visible active community on campus,
without being limited to a single residence building.

Pieke was established in 1973 and has flourished over the past 47 years. We pride ourselves on our
values of Honour, Excellence, Integrity, and Service. Grounded by these values, Pieke has been
extremely successful on a sport, social, cultural, and academic level. Being part of the Rubix Cluster,
Pieke has shown its capability of being a strong academic, sport, and cultural contender among the
residences.

As a men’s PSO, we have a lot of spirit, despite the fact that we don’t live together in a residence. We
maintain this spirit by organising numerous events throughout the year, which ranges from a formal
House Dance to a Golf day. Pieke aims to create a home away from home, providing safety and
security for every newcomer. It is, therefore, the mission of Pieke to maintain the unity within the House
by treating each Piekeman as equal and providing a platform where it is possible to achieve your full
potential.
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SAFETY NOTICE

Greetings Parent/Guardian and Student. My name is Willem Horn and I will be your Safety House
Committee Member for 2021 and I am here to ease your qualms around the safety precautions, regarding
the COVID-19 Pandemic. 

Here at Pieke PSO, we make the safety of the prospective newcomer our priority, to ensure that they too
would be able to experience the welcoming programme at its pinnacle and to feel like a welcomed Matie and
Pieke member. Pieke PSO has been under the advisement of a welcoming committee for several months,
planning and executing all necessary precautions regarding the safety of each of our members, and those
around us. As part of the national safety regulations, supplied by the WHO (World Health Organization), we
shall maintain the basic ruling of not exceeding maximum capacity within buildings, nor outside events. This
means that some of our events shall be structured differently this year to ensure the safety of all. 

For instance, we would encourage all our member’s parents/guardians with pressing questions to join our
online Q&A session with our Prim and Vice Prim (the head of the welcoming committee). This would allow
us to limit the numbers on the first day where we would interact at registration day. We kindly ask that all
members always wear their masks, unless instructed otherwise by our safety officer.

This is the first year in which parts of our programme will be available to stream online, so be sure to follow
our social media on Instagram @Piekepso to stay updated on when these live streams would occur, and
make sure that you are added to the newcomers WhatsApp group. If you are struggling to find our platforms
or are not on the WhatsApp group, please do not hesitate to contact any of the House Committee members
contact details to be found further in the booklet. 
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WELCOMING PROGRAMME AND
FIRST MEETING NOTICE

Pieke Cap 
Pieke Bottle
Pieke Mask
Shorts 
T-shirts - Vensters/Pieke 

First Meeting Details:
As a result of ever-changing regulations with regards to COVID-19, we will distribute the Welcoming
Programme separately to our Welcoming Booklet. The Welcoming Booklet contains all fixed information
about Pieke PSO, while the Welcoming Programme will include specific details that may change as a result
of the aforementioned regulations. The first meeting details, such as the date, time and venue, will be
communicated to our prospective newcomers in the Welcoming Programme. This document will be
distributed once all the details are finalised.

Newcomer Clothing details
Every newcomer that registers at Pieke PSO will have the opportunity to purchase a newcomers clothing
package. 

Items include:

The price for this package will amount to R 550.00. Please note that no cash will be accepted for this
package, as the amount will be deducted from your student account. A form will be provided with all of the
necessary details regarding the payment process. 

Food packages
Pieke PSO will also offer food packages to our newcomers for 2021. We are currently busy finding the most
COVID-conscious way to do so. We will include the details with regards to these packages in our
Welcoming Programme.
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OUR VALUES

 
HONOUR
To build our name with merit and maintain respect. Pieke values honour above all else - We attempt to live
in such a way that we keep our ethics and name up high, regardless of where we may find ourselves.

EXCELLENCE 
To exceed normal standards and expectations. To never be content with just enough, but to strive for what
is better for yourself and the broader society. To give your best regardless of your situation. Excellence
asks of you to step out of your comfort zone and challenge yourself.

INTEGRITY
To do what is right, regardless of whether or not people are watching. With integrity, you intend to live up
to the ethics we pride ourselves in - To live such a life where gentlemanship is seen upfront.

SERVICE
Through serving others, we acknowledge their humanity. In acknowledging their humanity, we
acknowledge our own. Pieke strives towards bettering the society through our capacity as its members.
We believe that when you have enough to give, you should give. We as Pieke accept the responsibility to
serve, in our humanity, each other and the world.

"HE IS"
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ACADEMICS|SPORT|CULTURE
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We are known for our traditions and pride. Being a home away from home, Pieke is an established PSO that gives
each individual a place to flourish. Pieke aims to provide for the needs of every Pieke man, whether it is
academics, sport or culture.

Academics
Here at Pieke PSO we take pride in our academics. As a student community, we understand the importance of
academics and consider it a priority. The unforeseen implications of COVID-19 have allowed us to use an
alternative approach to help and accommodate the needs of students in these uncertain times. We are here to
assist you in any way possible and do it with a smile on our faces.

Rest assured in knowing that you are in the capable hands of our mentors, who are more than willing to go the
extra mile for you. The newcomers are assigned to a senior Piekeman, who acts as a mentor, to assist and guide
the student with any queries. All mentors are equipped with the necessary skills and are pre-approved by the
university, and allocated according to their respective faculty to ensure that all of our members are provided with
the necessary academic support.

Sport
When it comes to the sports field, Pieke has been incredibly successful in a wide range of sporting activities. Our
squash team has won the A league, against some of the strongest residences on campus, several times. We are
the only PSO to have ever won the inter-residence swimming gala. Pieke is a strong competitor on the soccer and
hockey fields, with both our teams participating in the strongest leagues. Pieke forms part of the PSO Barbarians
rugby team, a team consisting out of players from different male PSOs. The PSO Barbarians is a force to be
reckoned with in the Maties Residence Rugby League. We also participate in activities such as chess. In recent
years Pieke has also performed in table tennis and recently won the second league title. When it comes to sport,
Pieke has delivered several successful Maties sportsmen.
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Culture
Embedded within its culture of Excellence, Pieke exhibits phenomenal strides on various cultural platforms. Pieke
PSO currently holds the position as the only male PSO which has won both the SU Acapella (or formerly known
as Kleinsêr) nationally, as well as Stellenbosch’s very own – rites of passage - annual Molassesêr competition.
Known as the gentlemen on campus, Pieke is often associated with its public activity of campus serenade, where
we as Gentlemen would often be seen parading the streets and winning the crowds over with our musical talents
(and if you cannot sing…do not worry Gents, we sound better as a group).

For those of you who would be interested in participating in the theatrical arts, Pieke PSO is the place to be.
whether you are a trained actor or a complete beginner. Pieke PSO is well known for its theatre productions in
the annual Toneelfees competition. Not only did we as a community hold the most awards from the previous
round, but we had the opportunity to perform our production of ‘Kantlyn’ at the 2020 Toyota Woordfees festival.
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Culture - continued
The philosophy around our Culture activities is to allow for both experienced and new coming artists the platform to
excel. A testament to this statement could be seen in the cast of Kantlyn, where our Prim of 2020, Joshua Eva,
took to the stage for the first time in his life and won the award for best supporting actor – a very proud moment to
all those who wish to broaden their experiences on Varsity life.
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WHAT DOES PIEKE OFFER?
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Vensters  & Partnership
Vensters is a fun, student-driven, fundraising project in aid of Matie Community Service (MCS), better known as
“MGD” - Matie Gemeenskapsdiens. Spectators can expect an explosion of sound and colour as the house
partnerships illustrate their interpretation of the year’s theme. Via innovative and creative storylines and original
dances, spectators are taken on a journey through the imaginary world of students, each world being unique. All
funds raised during this program fund the different student-driven community interaction projects. These projects are
targeted at uplifting the Stellenbosch Community and instilling a culture of giving back amongst students.

This year, Vensters will be moved to the online platform. Each community will be submitting a video to the connect
Youtube channel and an online voting process will commence determining this year’s winners.  Pieke PSO will be
partnering with Huis Erica and Heemstede Women’s Residence and we cannot be more excited to see the
outcome of this partnership. #PIEKERICSTEDE

Pieke Week
Pieke Week is one week of the year that is all about Pieke. We host different events and get-togethers every night
of the week. The week culminates with the renowned Pieke Huisfondsdans. 

The Pieke Week starts strong and builds #GEES from the get-go. The week opens with a trip to the stadium for
some Varsity Cup, and it only gets better from there. This is a week for the members of Pieke to get to spend more
time together and ensure a sense of brotherly bonding throughout the week. As previously mentioned, the week will
end with a costumed event to finish the week on a high note.

Events
Throughout the year Pieke hosts multiple social events. Some of these aforementioned events include.

First Years Dance - The first official house dance that the newcomers will experience on campus
KKNK Tour - To the wildly popular KKNK tour alongside your fellow Pieke men accompanied by other residences
Braai at the Staai - Enjoy the South African tradition of braaing at the facilities provided by Pieke
Huisfondsdans - The second official house dance of the year
Piekeweek - One week on campus dedicated to Pieke activities (see Pieke Week above)
Doughnut Eating Competition - The name explains everything…
House Dance - The final and major formal dance hosted at the end of the year
House Socials - Regular socials held with other university houses
Johnson – Dunman Golf Classic - Partner up with a caddy from a different residence and enjoy a day of golf
Partnership Tour - The main tour at the end of the year hold alongside the following years Vensters partners)

 

 

WHAT DOES PIEKE OFFER?
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E-Sports
With the rise in this new competitive trend, Pieke has decided to take part. Pieke has an established platform to
allow its members to create new e-sports teams in any category that they would wish to compete in. These teams
can then compete against other residences for campus superiority and bragging rights. We also have a Discord
channel to make communication easier between members. Other than the wider campus competitive scene Pieke
also hosts in-house more casual events where players can compete for a grand prize.

Social Media
Pieke has a fresh, interactive, highly responsive Instagram page, where newcomers and current members can stay
updated on upcoming Pieke events and Pieke related news. In light of the COVID-19 Pandemic, Social media has
become a vital tool for PSO’s and residences alike to keep in contact with their communities. Throughout the year,
Pieke will be hosting informative and engaging live streams, competitions, and initiatives all through our IG page.
Additionally, we now have a YouTube Channel too! Since COVID-19 has created a lot of uncertainty, we decided to
adapt and expand our virtual presence. Our YouTube channel will allow us to reach more of our members. We will
be able to upload longer videos that will be more versatile, informative, and even educational in a sense. If you
have any questions, feel free to slide into our DM’s!You can find links to all our Social media pages through our
Instagram Account. @Pieke_PSO

Social Impact
Pieke is a very giving community that encourages service through intention. Social impact is one of our portfolios
that focuses on giving back to those outside our Pieke community. It aims at identifying areas in the broader
Stellenbosch community where we can provide time or other resources to make a difference in the lives of others.
These initiatives are open for all Pieke and non-Pieke members to participate and can be a great way for you to live
out the Pieke value of Service.

Pieke cookbook
The Pieke cookbook was an initiative that started in 2020 during the first hard lockdown as a way to inspire our
members to broaden their horizons and try something new. The cookbook features easy to make, student-budget
friendly recipes that break the mundane 2-minute noodle meal routine.

Virtual wellness - Strava
Pieke has recently created Strava is a physical wellness app where you can track your activity progress and see
the improvement over the year. This app has kept us together in a sense as this provides a little bit of friendly
competition between participants. The Pieke PSO club has activities straight through the week with members
encouraging each other to do better and even becoming “training-buddies."
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The concept of a cluster was introduced in 2007 as a way to connect and involve private student
organization (PSO) students with the activities and facilities available to students living in university
residences.

Pieke PSO forms part of the Rubix Cluster, with Venustia PSO as well as Heemstede, Nerina and
Metanoia making up the residences of Rubix Cluster.  Besides being part of such a diverse and vibrant
cluster, PSO students have the added benefit of being served meals at one of the three residences that
form part of Rubix Cluster on Stellenbosch campus. PSO students will have access to these eating
facilities over meal times and the cost of this service is payable at the cashiers in Admin A.

During Welcoming Week, Clusters create an opportunity for first years to meet new faces within their
faculties as well, beyond the Pieke community, meaning that there will be plenty of familiar faces when
class starts, making the transition from a newcomer to a fully-fledged Stellenbosch student much easier.

Throughout the year the Rubix cluster hosts a variety of events, ranging from socials to academic study
and support groups. Pieke has gained a lot from being a part of the Rubix cluster, friendships have been
formed, networks have been created and lifelong memories have been made. We encourage you to stay
involved so that we can expand and improve the Rubix community.

WHAT IS CLUSTER?

METANOIA
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Dear Pieke Newcomer.

Congratulations with your acceptance at Stellenbosch University
and a warm welcome to Pieke. Studying at Stellenbosch
University is a great honour and I wish you all the best as you
enter this challenging yet exciting phase of your life.  As a
prospective first year, you stand at the beginning of an exciting
period in your life.  

As PSO Coordinator, I am responsible for managing Pieke, along
with its House Committee and the Mentors. We are your support
network that will assist with your academic and social integration
at the University. Please, if you have any questions, do not
hesitate to ask. Pieke believes in a value-driven system. We
consider these values in all we do. 
 
 
 
The last year has been an extremely challenging year for us all with 2021 lining up to be just as complex. In these
tricky times our communities, relationships and ability to constantly evaluate our
context has become more important than ever. The fallout from COVID19 has shown us just how unstable our world
can be. This instability has also however brought the best out of us. We have forged new paths, built new
relationships and innovated in ways we could never have imagined. The PSO Space has ensured
that students, even when physically isolated from one another, still remain connected to each other as well as
campus life.

I encourage you to make the most of this experience and to take a hold of each and every opportunity that comes
your way. In today’s world, a degree can only get you so far. Your experience at Pieke PSO is what will allow you to
go further and to leave Stellenbosch University as a well-rounded graduate. Pieke is your portal to an exciting out-of-
class and co-curricular experience which will go a long way to giving you an upper hand one day when you
graduate. 
 
We look forward to meeting you and I can assure you that you will be welcomed into our family with open arms.
 
Regards,
Jethro G. Georgiades
PSO Coordinator
021 808 2791
jethro@sun.ac.za
www.sun.ac.za/pso

PSO COORDINATOR
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HOUSE COMMITTEE

MEET THE HOUSE COMMITTEE

The House committee consists out of a total of 11 individuals; 10 Student representatives were elected from the
PIeke Community and in addition, a strategic advisor, from an external community, was appointed. 

The House Committee will ensure that members of the Pieke Community have the necessary opportunities,
throughout their University career, to develop as holistic individuals. The House committee as a leadership body,
within the Stellenbosch University framework, is also responsible for upholding the rules and regulations of the
University, the residence/PSO rules and the rules of the relevant cluster or house.
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Hello everyone & welcome to your home away from home –
Pieke!

My name is Chris & I will be your Primarius for 2021. I am a
final year BCom Management Accounting student with an
immense love for this house. I started my journey with Pieke
in 2018 & can say, without a doubt, that this place (and the
people) have changed my life for the better! Coming from a
small town far from here, Pieke has provided me with a home
& safe space in Stellenbosch. I have created some of my
favourite memories and met some of my best friends
because of this house. I know some of you might be nervous
about this change, but I am beyond excited to welcome you
all into our family! 

I am 22 years old, with a passion for music, sport & serving
others. Some of my favourite past times include playing the
guitar, going for walks in the suburbs of Stellenbosch,
spending quality time with friends & playing FIFA. And yes,
this is an open invitation to pop me a message & we can
organise a quick game ;). My only piece of advice to anyone
reading this is the following – Embrace every moment & be
happy. We accept everyone with open arms, so I have no
doubt that you will fit right in!

PRIMARIUS
C H R I S  V A N  V U U R E N

ABOUT CHRIS

Primarius
Seniors Committee Guardian
Alumni Relations
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Congratulations on being chosen to be part of the Pieke
community! 

My name is WS, but all my Pieke brothers know me as
Dominee and I will be your Vice Primarius for 2021! You are
about to embark on a journey where you will meet different
people from different backgrounds and places. This might
feel overwhelming at times where nothing is a constant, but
you can always count on one thing: your Pieke brothers will
have your back. Pieke was my first choice from day one and
I can honestly say that this community has provided me with
the foundation to grow as an individual and create
everlasting friendships. How you write your University
experience is solely up to you, as the saying goes “write on
whiskey, edit on coffee”. I am very excited for the year and
journey together ahead! I am an avid meme collector and I
love to hang out with my friends over a braai. All I can say
from my side: Be Lekker, have Gees, and see you there!

ABOUT WS

PORTFOLIOS

Vice-Primarius
Culture
Safety

 VICE-PRIMARIUS
W S  H O R N
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Welcome to Stellenbosch University! I am 3rd year
mechanical engineering student and I come from the
relatively small town of Knysna (cue the never-ending “nice
né” jokes).

Pieke PSO, as a platform, is an exceptional opportunity for
you to build your initial social network. I can ensure you that
by utilising it, this provided platform, can only make your
transition to University life so much easier, be it through
meeting newcomers, seniors members or even your allocated
mentors. I can also assure you that Pieke PSO has provided,
to me personally, so many opportunities to network outside of
my faculty and in addition, the opportunities to further develop
myself as a person. If you have any questions, feel free to           
          ask!

GUSTAV EICHSTADT
FINANCIAL MANAGER

JACQUES TERBLANCHE

Hi future Piekemen, my name is Gustav Eichstadt and I am
in my final year of BCom investment management. This year
I am also in charge of all things finance for Pieke. I enjoy
sport and spend all the spare time I have chasing the next
adrenaline rush. Over the last few years, Pieke has become
my home away from home and I hope that through the
experience we aim to provide you it can become your home
as well. I look forward to meeting you all!

Secretary

ABOUT GUSTAV

ABOUT JACQUES

PORTFOLIOS
Secretary
Pieke Monthly
Development
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RUTGER VAN HUYSSTEEN
HEAD MENTOR

TRISTAN LUYT

Good Day Gents! My name is Rutger van Huyssteen, but
everyone calls me Rudi. I am super excited to be your Head
Mentor for 2021 and super keen to see what this year holds
for every one of us. I am a very joyful, optimistic, and
outgoing person and I love meeting and working with new
people. I am currently in my 3rd Year of BSc Geoinformatics
and I am loving every moment of it. The strong brotherly
bond that Pieke has, has been my support structure over the
past couple of years. It has been a place where strangers at
first have become my friends and now my family. During
university, I have made friends and lost friends, but I have
never lost my Pieke Brothers.

If ever you are looking for a friendly face or a safe space…
hit me up.

House committee

ABOUT RUDI

ABOUT TRISTAN

PORTFOLIOS
Vensters
Socials & Sponsors
Pieke Week

What’s up gents! I like to think of myself as an approachable
guy, but I have been told that when I squint, I look angry,
honestly, I blame my eyes being weak in the light. This will be
my fourth year in Pieke. I went through Welcoming in 2018 as
a First Year, then a Mentor, then as Welcoming Leader, now
a House Committee member.

Pieke PSO is like no other, it is a place where strangers
become friends, and friends become family. Many of us did
not come to university with many friends from our
hometowns, but that didn’t stop us from getting involved with
the PSO and building relationships stronger than any we
have had before. 
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Academics
Culture Support
Maintenance

PORTFOLIOS

Throughout your time at university and as a part of
Pieke, you will come to realise that the relationships
you build in these few years, stick with you for much
longer than expected. I look forward to meeting each
of you. 



LEIGH NATUS
STRATEGIC ADVISOR

HEYNEKE NIEHAUS

Welcome to Stellenbosch but more importantly, welcome to
Pieke! You’re going to get a lot of advice over the next few
weeks and I want to encourage you to take it and run with it
(or if you’re as short as me, sprint with it to keep with
everyone else).

Who am I? I am 22 years old and in my final year of BCom
Investment Management. This will be my fourth Welcoming
Programme, so I think that says enough about how fun and
valuable this experience for both newcomers and seniors. I
have a mild addiction to iced coffee and consider being short
a personality trait (cue the dynamite comes in small
packages cliché) so feel free to hit me with your best short
joke. Super keen to meet each one of you!

House committee

ABOUT LEIGH

ABOUT HEYNEKE

PORTFOLIOS
Events
Tours
Gaming

Hello everyone! I am Heyneke Niehaus and I am currently a
third-year BCom Information Systems Management student.
My portfolios are Events, tours, and gaming. So I will be in
charge of making sure all of you have a good time.

Pieke is genuinely an amazing platform that can truly offer
you plenty of opportunities and memories that you would
never forget. I would strongly encourage you to use Pieke in
order to chase what you love. I look forward to meeting you
and I will always be available to any Pieke-gent if you would
need me. My biggest piece of advice that I would give any
newcomer is to remember the 3 B's -Balance, Breathe and
Be yourself - Then you will be fine!
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NYIKO NKETANE

CRAIG SYMONS

Howzit bozzas. I’m Nyiko. I’ll probably call you ‘champion’ if I
forget your name- please feel free to do the same if you
forget mine. Will do my best to remember nonetheless.  I am
a pretty easy going guy and always keen for a cool chat. My
portfolios for this year are Development, 1st  Years
Committee guardian, and Clothing.

Welcome to Pieke! Throughout University you’ll come to
realize that there is less of an expectation to fit in or
participate just because… The reality is that we strive to
holistically develop our members throughout their time with
us as well as encourage them to make valuable memories
and friendships. We hope that you’ll join our family because
you want to be here and we will try and show you how that
will be to your benefit.

Stoked to have you all a part of the Pieke Family.

House committee

ABOUT NYIKO

ABOUT CRAIG

PORTFOLIOS
Social media
Marketing
Cluster

Howzit Newcomers! Welcome to some of the best years of
your life. Your next three, four maybe even five years at
Stellenbosch university will include some of the most
memorable moments of your life and that’s a fact. Personally,
Pieke has helped me come out of my shell and allowed me to
be the person I’ve always wanted to be. Pieke is a safe space
for everyone to fully express themselves, free of judgement.
We accept you, no matter what!

A bit about me, I’ve been all over, from Gauteng to Limpopo,
KZN, George and now Stellies. I am currently in my final year
of a BSc in Biodiversity and Ecology. I have a degree in
Nature Conservation and spent a while working with some
pretty incredible animals (feel free to ask me about it!).
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PORTFOLIOS
Clothing
Development
First Years' Committee Guardian

 I am in-charge of Pieke's Social media, yes you can
ask for a shout out, and I’m Pieke’s Cluster
representative. I’m here to help, so don’t be shy, there
is nothing worse than feeling like you have no idea
what is going on, trust me, I know.



MARTIN VAN ZYL

Good day gents! Welcome to the Pieke community!

My name is Martin van Zyl, I am a 3rd-year BSc Sport
Science student. All my friends call me “Buffel”. I consider
myself a very friendly and kind person, trying to make other
people’s lives as easy as possible. You will always see a
smile on my face. My main portfolio for the year ahead will be
sport. All sport-related questions, inquiries, and admin will be
directed to me. I have a big passion for sports in general and
my biggest hobbies are cycling and rugby. Pieke has
reached the high ground in their sport, from here on we can
only go higher.

I cannot wait to meet you all and get to know the 
gentleman that will lead the future of the House.

ABOUT MARTIN
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PORTFOLIOS
Sport
"Kla Komitee"
Pieke Week

CONTACT INFORMATION

House Committee

Chris van Vuuren (Prim)
WS Horn 
Gustav Eichstadt
Jacques Terblanche
Rutger van Huyssteen
Tristan Luyt
Leigh Natus
Heyneke Niehaus
Nyiko Nketane
Craig Symons
Martin van Zyl

Email Address

piekeprim@sun.ac.za
22006060@sun.ac.za
21819009@sun.ac.za
22548602@sun.ac.za
23052228@sun.ac.za
21670897@sun.ac.za
21631328@sun.ac.za
23014253@sun.ac.za
22899758@sun.ac.za
18954391@sun.ac.za
22596135@sun.ac.za

Contact Numbers

079 455 9179
078 044 7115
071 382 2199
076 022 2515
067 657 4411
083 254 5158
071 738 4815
071 873 7368
072 550 4151
083 306 3101
084 602 0563

For any queries regarding Pieke PSO, please use any of the following channels for communication.

Email: pieke@sun.ac.za                                     
Instagram: @pieke_pso                       
Facebook: @piekeman                       

(managed by Jacques Terblanche)
(managed by Craig Symons)
(managed by Craig Symons)



THE MENTORS
The Mentors are here to receive and welcome you with open arms and introduce you to your
new environment, including their fellow students, PSO and House Committee. These friendly
faces are equipped with the necessary skills to assist you with your transition and adjustment
into this new and unknown environment and are more than willing to go the extra mile for you.

ARNÉ SLOOT FRANCO SWANEPOELDAVID SMITH

JP DU PLESSIS KOKA LEEUW

JAMES HORNERHENDRIK DE BEER JEAN DE VILLIERS

JG DE BRUIN
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THE MENTORS

LUKE WALKER MATTHEW VAN HERZEELEMARC DU TOIT

RUDI VENTERNIREL  SITHOLE SCOTT URQUHART

SHENTIN ELSON
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THE SENIORS COMMITTEE
The Seniors Committee of Pieke PSO consists of 21 experienced members of our community
that help to welcome you to our family – A big brother if you will. They serve the house as
limitless leaders and use this committee as a platform to live out some of their passions. They
play a crucial part in our welcoming program as they assist the House Committee and Mentors
with the preparation and execution of events and activities. And here they are in all their glory:

DIAN OOSTHUIZEN DIVAN BOTES

AYRTON MELTONADAM TAITZ BENRO SNYMAN

DAVIN JOHNSON

ROELOF VISSER (CHAIR) WAYNE  PREUSS (VICE)
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THE SENIORS COMMITTEE

GRANT LEACH JACQUES LE ROUXJACO JANSE VAN REBSURG

MARCO OLIVIER SIMON DE VILLIERS

JOSHUA EVAJESSE LE ROUX JUAN ENGELBRECHT

KYLE VAN ANTWERPEN
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THE SENIORS' COMMITTEE

TIAAN ENGELBRECHTSTEFAN VAN DEN BERG TIAAN VENTER

WILL RIPPON
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Ons groet jou met ‘n swaar gelaaide hart,
Al die beeldskone meisies van …………..
Die manne van die Pieke gaan verlang,
Na die beeldskone meisies van ………….
Ons groet jou met ‘n swaar gelaaide hart,
Al die beeldskone meisies van …………..
Die manne van die Pieke sê goodbye,
sê goodbye,
Aan al die beeldskone meisies van …….
Ooooh Ooooh Ooooh

Ons groet jou met ‘n swaar gelaaide hart,
Al die beeldskone meisies van …………..
Die manne van die Pieke sê goodbye,
sê goodbye,
Aan al die beeldskone meisies van …….
Ooooh Ooooh Ooooh

HK: En wie is ons
YOU: PIEKE
HK: En hoeveelste
YOU: Eerste
HK: Hou hom daar
YOU: Ah ah
HK: Aan die brand
YOU: Ah ah

PIEKE SONGS AND CHANTS

HK: Pieke is hier!
YOU: Pieke is hier!
HK: Pieke is hier!
YOU: Pieke is hier!
HK: Pieke is hier vir julle plesier!
YOU: Pieke is hier vir julle plesier!

HK: Nec Pluribus Impar!
YOU: Piekeman Piekeman Second
to
None!
YOU: Piekeman Piekeman Second
to
None!
YOU: Piekeman!

"Pieke Groet"

Pieke is hier

En wie is ons

Nec Pluribus Impar
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Go on and close the curtains,
‘cause all we need is candlelight.
You and me and a bottle of wine,
gonna hold you tonight, oh yeah.
Well, we know I’m going away
And how I wish, I wish it weren't so
so take this wine and drink with me
let’s delay our misery.

CHORUS:
Save tonight
Fight the break of dawn
Come tomorrow
Tomorrow I’ll be gone
Save tonight
Fight the break of dawn
Come tomorrow
Tomorrow I’ll be gone
There’s a log on the fire
and it burns like me for you
Tomorrow comes with one desire…
to take me away.
It ain’t easy to say goodbye,
darling please don’t start to cry.
‘Cause girl you know I’ve got to go,
Oh Lord I wish it wasn’t so

Save tonight
Fight the break of dawn
Come tomorrow
Tomorrow I’ll be gone
Save tonight
Fight the break of dawn
Come tomorrow
Tomorrow I’ll be gone
Tomorrow comes to take me away
I wish that I, that I could stay
but girl you know I got to go,
oh and Lord I wish it wasn’t so
Save tonight
Fight the break of dawn
Come tomorrow
Tomorrow I’ll be gone
Save tonight
Fight the break of dawn
Come tomorrow
Tomorrow I’ll be gone
Save tonight

SAVE TONIGHT - EAGLE EYE CHERRY
(CHORDS: A MIN/F/C/G )
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 HOUSE SONG:
(to the melody of "oh my darling")

 
In die skadu’s van die Pieke

Bly ‘n trotse Maties stam 
 

Woon die manne van ‘n huis
In hul oë der vuur en vlam

 
Tussen wingerd, see en berge
Troon die Pieke hoog en trots

 
 Die berge is ons woning
En die woning ons rots 

 
 Firm and steadfast

Bring us glory
 

We will strive to win it all
 

 Ons is ewig in ons strewe -
altyd ewig

 
PIEKEMAN ! 
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IMPORANT & USEFUL NUMBERS

EMERGENCY
Campus security: 021 808 2333
Police station: 021 809 5000 or 10111
Ambulance: 101177
Fire Department: 021 808 888824/7 
Locksmith: 082 879 7399
Centre for Student Counselling and Development 24 hour crisis service: 082 557 0880 or 010 205 3032
           

MEDICAL
Stellenbosch Medi-Clinic: 021 883 8571
Medi-Clinic emergency room: 021 886 9999
Stellenbosch hospital: 021 887 0810
Campus health: 021 808 3496 or 021 808 3494
Stelkor medicross: 021 887 0305
ER24: 082 557 0880
           
MENTAL HEALTH
Centre for Student Counselling and Development: 021 808 4707
Unit for Psychotherapeutic & Support Services: 021 808 4994

FITNESS
Maties gym: 021 808 9133
Virgin Active: 021 882 8228
Van der Stel: 021 882 9805
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CAMPUS MAP DETAILED KEY
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PIEKE
HONOUR - EXCELLENCE

INTEGRITY - SERVICE

WELCOMING PROGRAMME
2021



Due to COVID-19 regulations, this document is subject to change 

please wear your mask

& sanitise regularly



what to bring
on your first day

As we welcome you on registration day, you will have the
opportunity to purchase clothing and/or food packages.

The prices for these packages are as follows:
- Food & Clothing combo (R 950)
- Clothing only (R 550)
- Food only (R 550)

Once you have filled in and signed the form (see bottom
of this booklet) you will receive your clothing. Please note
that we have limited stock for each size - Which means
that we will be working on a first-come, first-serve basis. 

What you need to bring for registration:
- Clothing/food registration form (attached below)
- Mask (covering your nose and mouth at all times)
- A sense of adventure ;) 

Sanitiser will be available at all times & we will update you
daily on what to bring for the following day. Get hyped!



what is welcoming?
Through the eyes of a Piekeman

As you enter this new phase of your life, we aim to ensure
that you fit in comfortably in the diverse environment that
is Stellenbosch, as well as Pieke PSO, and that you feel
comfortable in taking part in all the activities that Pieke
will offer you.

We offer various activities that are put in place to develop
you holistically. These activities include sport, culture,
academic assistance, as well as personal and leadership
development.

Here at Pieke, we strive for excellence. As we walk this
path with you, we want you to make memories, meet new
people, and most importantly, have the time of your life!

Join us on this journey! Trust me - the memories will last a
lifetime. Here's a Welcoming Bucket list to get you
started...



welcoming bucket list
can you tick them all off?

Braai at the staai

Campus serenade

Dream launch

Crossing the line

Team games

Campus march

Vensters

Res-Ed session

Pieke summit

Discovering Stellies



Day 1
Tuesday, 2 March

09:00 - 10:00  |   REGISTRATION (SURNAMES A - D) 

                @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street

10:00 - 11:00   |   REGISTRATION (SURNAMES E - I) 

                @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street

11:00 - 12:00   |   REGISTRATION (SURNAMES J - M) 

                @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street

13:00 - 14:00  |   REGISTRATION (SURNAMES N - Q) 

                @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street

14:00 - 15:00  |   REGISTRATION (SURNAMES R - U) 

                @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street

15:00 - 16:00  |   REGISTRATION (SURNAMES V - Z) 

                @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street

For all specified locations, please refer to the back of this document for
the campus map. The Piekstaai is indicated with a circle.



Day 2
Wednesday, 3 March

10:00 - 11:30   |   REGISTRATION (FOR LATECOMERS)

                @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street

11:30 - 13:00   |   INTRODUCING PIEKE (ONLINE AVAILABLE) 

                @ TBC on Registration Day | MS Teams

13:00 - 14:00  |   LUNCH & DREAM TALK (WITH MENTORS)

          @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street

14:00 - 15:00  |   SONG PRACTICE  (BUILDING #GEES) 

             @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street

15:00 - 17:00  |   BACKYARD GAMES (FUN IN THE SUN) 

                               @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck         

17:00 - 19:30  |   BRAAI  AT THE STAAI (WITH COMMITTEES) 

  @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street

08:30 - 16:00  |   LAW FACULTY PROGRAMME

                               @ venues shown on academic programme



Day 3
Thursday, 4 March

10:00 - 13:00  |   DISCOVERING  STELLIES (EXPLORATION)

 @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street

13:00 - 14:00  |   LUNCH (WITH MENTORS) 

                       @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck

13:00 - 14:00  |   INFORMATION SESSION (SPECIAL NEEDS)

                         @ for students with special learning needs

14:00 - 17:00  |   INTRODUCTION TO FACULTIES (FOR PARENTS) 

@ as indicated on SU Booklet            

14:00 - 16:00  |   TEAM GAMES #1 (FRIENDLY COMPETITION) 

                       @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck

15:30 - 16:30  |   AGRISCIENCE SESSION (COMPULS0RY) 

@ as indicated on SU Booklet   

09:00 - 10:00  |   MORNING BRIEFING 

                @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street

16:00 - 17:30  |   MOVING TO DANIE CRAVEN (WITH #GEES) 

        @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck

17:30 - 19:30  |   DREAM LAUNCH (AND DREAM WALK) 

  @ danie craven                         



Day 4
Friday, 5 March

08:00 - 12:00  |  ACADEMIC PROGRAMME  (CERTAIN FACULTIES)

 @ as indicated on SU Booklet        

12:30 - 13:30  |   LUNCH (WITH HC & MENTORS) 

                     @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck

08:00 - 12:00  |   VENSTERS PRACTICE (DRAMA & DANCE)

                         @ various locations | according to faculty

14:00 - 15:15  |   WELCOMING FAIR (SOCIETIES FAIR) 

@ coetzenburg sports fields              

15:15 - 16:30  |   MENTOR SESSION (OCCUPATIONAL WELLNESS) 

                       @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street                             

16:30 - 17:30  |   SUPPER  WITH THE PRIMS (BRAAI AT THE STAAI) 

@ piekstaai | 4 joubert street     

07:30 - 08:00  |  MORNING BRIEFING 

                @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street

17:30 - 19:00  |   CROSSING THE LINE (WITH LIONEL HUTTON) 

     @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street                 

19:00 - 21:00  |   CLUSTER  INTERACTION (WITH DEBRIEF)

                    @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck



Day 5
Saturday, 6 March

08:30 - 13:00  |  CLUSTER DAY  (RUBIX CLUSTER)

             @ Rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck

13:00 - 14:00  |   LUNCH (WITH HC & MENTORS) 

                     @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck

14:00 - 16:00  |   TEAM GAMES  #2 (FRIENDLY COMPETITION)

                   @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck 

18:00 - 19:00  |   SUPPER  (WITH NERINA) 

        @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck

16:00 - 17:00  |   MENTOR SESSION (INTELLECTUAL WELLNESS) 

                               @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck                         

17:00 - 18:00  |   SONG PRACTICE (SINGING TO RESIDENCES) 

              @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck  

08:00 - 08:30  |  MORNING BRIEFING

               @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street

19:00 - 19:30  |   DEBRIEF (WITH Q&A)

                  @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck



Day 6
Sunday, 7 March

14:00 - 16:00  |   PIEKERICSTEDE UNION  (ONLINE) 

          @ MS TEAMS                                                 

REST DAY       |   NO PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES TO TAKE PLACE

16:00 - 17:30  |   RES-ED SESSION  (ONLINE) 

          @ MS TEAMS                                                 



Day 7
Monday, 8 March

12:30 - 13:30  |   LUNCH (WITH HC & MENTORS) 

                      @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck

07:30 - 08:00  |  MORNING BRIEFING

                @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street

08:00 - 12:30  |  ACADEMIC PROGRAMME  (CERTAIN FACULTIES)

 @ as indicated on SU Booklet         

13:30 - 17:30  |  ACADEMIC PROGRAMME  (CERTAIN FACULTIES)

@ as indicated on SU Booklet         



Day 8
Tuesday, 9 March

12:30 - 13:30  |   LUNCH (WITH HC & MENTORS) 

                     @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck

07:30 - 08:00  |  MORNING BRIEFING

                @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street

08:00 - 12:30  |  ACADEMIC PROGRAMME  (CERTAIN FACULTIES)

 @ as indicated on SU Booklet         

13:30 - 17:30  |  ACADEMIC PROGRAMME  (CERTAIN FACULTIES)

@ as indicated on SU Booklet          



Day 9
Wednesday, 10 March

12:30 - 13:30  |   LUNCH (WITH HC & MENTORS) 

                    @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck

07:30 - 08:00  |  MORNING BRIEFING

               @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street

08:00 - 12:30  |  ACADEMIC PROGRAMME  (CERTAIN FACULTIES)

@ as indicated on SU Booklet         

10:00 - 12:00  |  VENSTERS PRACTICE  (CERTAIN FACULTIES)

                             @ faculty-specific venues | confirmed on the day    

13:30 - 14:30  |  MENTOR SESSION  (WELCOMING EXPERIENCE)

                @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeec     

14:30 - 16:00  |  CAMPUS SERENADE  (BRING THE #GEES)

                             @ start at the rubix grass | end at the piekstaai    

16:00 - 17:00  |  SEX-ED (WITH EMMA WIEHMAN)

                             @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street                                    

17:00 - 18:30  |  BRAAI AT THE STAAI (WITH DEBRIEF)

                          @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street                                 

08:30 - 10:00  |  RES-ED SESSION (CRITICALLY ENGAGE)

          @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street



Day 10
Thursday, 11 March

12:30 - 13:30  |   LUNCH (WITH HC & MENTORS) 

                    @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck

08:30 - 09:00  |  MORNING BRIEFING

                          @ MS TEAMS | Link will be distributed

09:00 - 12:00  |  COMMUNITY INTERACTION MORNING

             @ MS TEAMS | Link will be distributed       

16:30 - 18:00  |  CAMPUS SERENADE  (BRING THE #GEES)

                     @ start at the piekstaai | end at rubix grass    

15:30 - 16:30  |  TAMPON  TALK (WITH EMMA WIEHMAN)

                             @ piekstaai | 4 joubert street                                    

13:30 - 15:30  |  VENSTERS PRACTICE  (ALL FACULTIES)

                            @ faculty-specific venues | confirmed on the day    

18:00 - 18:30  |   DEBRIEF (WITH Q&A)

                 @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck



Day 11
Friday, 12 March

12:30 - 13:30  |   LUNCH (WITH HC & MENTORS) 

                    @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck

09:00 - 09:30  |  MORNING BRIEFING

                          @ Piekstaai | 4 Joubert street           

17:00 - 18:00  |  SUPPER (WITH HEEMSTEDE)

                             @ Rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck                  

14:00 - 17:00  |  VENSTERS PRACTICE  (ALL FACULTIES)

                            @ faculty-specific venues | confirmed on the day    

19:30 - 20:00  |  DEBRIEF (WITH Q&A)

                 @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck

09:30 - 12:30  |  VENSTERS PRACTICE  (ALL FACULTIES)

                              @ faculty-specific venues | confirmed on the day    

18:00 - 19:30  |  PIEKE ACTIVITY (PSO VS RESIDENCE)

                            @ Rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeeck                     

13:30 - 14:30  |  MENTOR SESSION  (FINANCIAL WELLNESS)

              @ rubix grass | c.o bosman & van riebeec     



Day 12
Saturday, 13 March

09:00 - 09:30  |  MORNING BRIEFING

                          @ Piekstaai | 4 Joubert street           

09:30 - 11:30   |   PIEKE  SUMMIT (ENDING WELCOMING)

@ coetzenburg mountains       

REST DAY       |   NO ACTIVITIES FOR THE REST OF THE DAY



Day 13
Sunday, 14 March

REST DAY       |   NO PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES TO TAKE PLACE

good luck with class

 

 

 

Altyd Ewig

Piekeman
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